Enhancement of stochastic oscillations by colored noise or internal noise in NO reduction by CO on small platinum surfaces.
In this paper, based on the stochastic model of NO reduction by CO on Pt crystal surfaces and taking Gaussian colored noise as external fluctuations of the NO partial pressure, we study the effect of the colored noise on the internal noise-induced stochastic oscillations (INSOs) and the effect of internal noise on the colored noise-induced stochastic oscillations (CNSOs). It is found that the INSO can be enhanced by the colored noise with appropriate correlation time or noise strength and, interestingly, the CNSO can be enhanced by the internal noise as well and, moreover, the enhanced CNSO can reach the best oscillatory states repetitively via proper internal noises. This effect of the internal noise is different from its effect on the stochastic oscillations induced by the external Gaussian white noise, which probably results from the interaction of the correlated colored noise and the internal noise.